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The coalition government of socialists, nationalists (Més per Palma)

and Som Palma (brand of Podemos in Cort) wants to make the

promotion of Catalan one of its political axes of the legislature in the

• The City Council of Palma requires in the municipal
company Emaya the A2 certificate for the sweeper's bag

• Those who do not have it must pass a specific exam
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City Council of the Balearic capital.If during the last legislature under

the municipal government of the PP, with Mateo Isern at the head of

the Mayor's Office, knowledge of the Catalan language and possession

of the relevant certificates was a merit to assess when accessing a job

in the administration municipal, suddenly and suddenly, the new

Executive of Cort has become an essential requirement to work in the

Consistory. So much that to prove his knowledge is essential to access

a job as a sweeper in the municipal water and cleaning company,

Emaya, a public limited company with municipal public capital chaired

by the former deputy mayor of Environment of the City Council of

Barcelona Inma Mayol (ICV).

The former councilor of the Ciudad Condal, now employed in Palma

(60,000 euros gross per year), has established knowledge of spoken

and written Catalan (A2 certificate) as an essential requirement to be

part of a pool of interns for the provision of vacancies of character

temporary in order to occupy the position of specialist peon (42,500

euros per year cost company). This figure is included in the list of

conditions of the labor exchange signed with the unions of the

municipal company and that must be initialed by its board of directors

on the 5th of November .

Some requirements among those listed first, have Spanish nationality,

some EU member states or residence or work permit in force; be over

18 years old; not have been dismissed for disciplinary proceedings in

any administration or company integrated in the sector, unless the

dismissed party has been inadmissible by judicial decision; have the

physical and psychic abilities and attitudes for the development of

specialist pawn functions; be in possession of the title of Graduate

School or Compulsory Secondary Education (ESO) or be able to obtain

it on the date when the term ends and, finally, demonstrate knowledge

of Catalan.
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Regarding this fact, hitherto unpublished in the largest municipal

company in Palma (1,400 workers and 120 million budget) will require

applicants to be in possession of the certificate of basic level of

Catalan A2 «or any of its equivalent degrees that should be officially

accredited ».

Those who can not certify documentarily the relevant knowledge of

one of the two official languages   of the Balearic autonomous

community must pass a specific test of knowledge of basic level with

mandatory and eliminatory. An exam that will not give additional points

in the scale but that is the key to access the pocket. In fact, they will be

scored fairly simply: apt or not apt.

This Catalan test will also be done after the theoretical exam for

people who have not accredited documentary and officially said

requirement. The central theoretical test is a multiple-choice test with

multiple answers in which the candidate in question will be asked

about the job, prevention of occupational hazards and even the

municipal ordinance of cleaning and urban solid waste. Those who

occupy the first 200 seats of the pocket will have the right to it once

the pertinent evaluation of the merits contributed by the applicants has

been made. Once reached this point, even if the applicant in question

has takena ten in this section and know as anyone the theoretical and

practical foundations on urban cleaning, if you do not have the relevant

Catalan certificate can not even choose to be in the bag.

A list of applicants to access a temporary contract to make

substitutions to employees for sick leave, cover pensions, temporary

incapacities, maternity leave, leave of absence, vacations of staff or

extraordinary accumulation of tasks. The accreditation of the

knowledge of Catalan was one of the points put on the table by the

company's management in the negotiations to create this staff pocket

for vacancy coverage. A requirement that has created a considerable
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discomfort in the workforce. In fact, last weekend the unions held

different assemblies with the personnel assigned to the Environment

area to publicize the content of the agreement that must now go

through the endorsement of the board of directors.

The Pacte puts an end to bilingualism

The requirement of knowledge of the basic level of Catalan

to access a temporary contract specialist pawn Cleaning the

municipal Emaya is the last chapter of the commitment

monolingualism and banishment of Castilian in the city of

Palma by the coalition government of socialists, nationalists

and the white brand of Podemos, Som Palma. The fact that

the Socialist mayor, Jose Hila, is Castilian speaker is a mere

anecdote that has not stopped him from going to slipstream

nationalists month when, for example, order the removal of

the Ciutat de Palma Awards in Castilian in the categories of

novel (Ruben Dario) (Camilo Jose Cela prize) and poetry or

eradicate the option that had the citizens to address the

administration in Spanish.
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Animo a todos los perjudicados para ir a los Juzgados porque esta

nueva cacicada lingüística es inconstitucional... Está ganado Sres. Se
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